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SOME EIGENFORMS OF THE LAPLACE-BELTRAMI
OPERATORS IN A RIEMAl'lNIAN SUBMERSION

By YOSIO MuTO

Abstract. It is given in the Lecture Note [lJ of Berger, Gauduchon and
Mazet that, if n: (M, g)->(M, g) is a Riemannian submersion with totally
..geodesic fibers, L1 and .L1 are Laplace operators on (M, g) and (M,g) respec
tively and f is an eigenfunction of .L1, then its lift fL is also an eigenfunc
tion of L1 with the common eigenvalue. But such a simple relation does not
hold for an eigenform of the Laplace-Beltrami operator .L1=do+iJd. If (V is
an eigenform of .L1 and (VL is the horizontal lift of (V, (VL is not in general

..an eigenform of the Laplace-Beltrami operator J of (M, g). The present

.author has obtained a set of formulas which gives the relation between L1(VL

.and .L1(V in another paper [7].
In the present paper a Sasakian submersion is treated. A Sasakian manifold

(M, g,~) considered in this paper is such a one which admits a Riemann
-ian submersion where the base manifold is a Kaehler manifold (M, g, J) and
the fibers are geodesics generated by the unit Killing vector field ~. Then
the submersion is called a Sasakian submersion. If (V is an eigenform of .L1
-on (M, g, J) and its lift wL is an eigenform of L1 on (M, g, ~), then (V is
-called an eigenform of the first kind. We define a relative eigenform of J.
1f the lift (VL of an eigenform (V of .L1 is a relative eigenform of L1 we call (V
.an eigenform of the second kind. Such objects are studied.

Introduction. All possible Riemannian submersions of the type n: (8N ,

.io)->(B, Bg ) with connected totally geodesic fibers were found by R. H.
Escobales [3]. If N=2n+l (n~2) B can be Cpn and if N=4n+3 (n~2)

B can be Qpn. There are three special cases. According as N=3, 7, 15 we
ean take 8 2, 84, 8 8 as B. Let us call the Riemannian metric Bg induced on
B by such a submersion the standard Riemannian metric go of the submersion.
The present author took an interest in the relation which may exist betv.veen
some eigenforms of the Laplace-Beltrami operator J on (SN, go) and those
()f the Laplace-.Beltrami operator .L1 on (B, go).
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He has already studied the relation between J on (M, g) and L1 on (B,.
Bg ) in a Riemannian submersion 7[: (M, g)~(B, Bg ) with connected totally
geodesic fibers [7]. There he obtained a necessary and sufficient condition.
for an eigenform W of L1 in (B, Bg ) to have the horizontal lift which is an,
eigenform of A in (M, g) with the same eigenvalue as w.

But he found later that such eigenforms are scarce than he expected in
some cases of M=SN. So his interest turns to a more generous condition.
This means that the lift wL may not be an eigenform, only it should b~

what we call a relative eigenform of J and the eigenvalue ~ of coL may cliff-
er from the eigenvalue ;( of w.

The present paper was first intended to treat the submersion ;r: S2n+L-/>

Cpn. But a little more general case is studied, namely, the Sasakian sub·
mersion 1[;: (M, g, ~)~(M,g. J) where (M, g,~) is a Sasakian manifold and
(M,g, J) is a KaehIer manifold. .

In the present paper a lift always means a horizontal lift and is denoted.
( ) L. In most cases tensors and forms are denoted such jS S, w in M and.
such as S, w in M. A 2-form is obtained from the complex structure J and
the Riemannian metric g of the Kaehler manifold. This 2-form is denoted F
and its lift F.

A relative eigenform w=wL where w is a form on (M, g, J) is a form
satisfying

;r(JwL~ ~wL)=0

where ~ is a number. ~ is called the eigenvalue of w.
In the present paper an eigenform always means an eigenform of 4 or J.

If w is an eigenform and the lift wL is an eigenform, w is caRed an eigen
form of the :lirst kind in the submersion. If w is an eigenform and the lift
coL is a relative eigenform, w is called an eigenform of the second kind in.
the submersion. Any eigenform of the first kind is an eigenform of the se
cond kind.

We define in § 3 the order of a form and i~ § 4 the coorder (jf a form.

Main resul.ts of the pr~ent paper are:
10

• A formula is obtained which give$ the difference ;: -;( of the eigenva
lue i of wL and theeigenvalue ;( of w whet}. a p-form w is an eigenform of
the ~nd kind. This difference depends on the order m of w besides n and
p (Theorem 4. 2).

20
• If a p-fonn w of order m is an eigemorm of the second kind, then

there exists a (p-2m)-fonn Wo of order zero satisfying

w= (FA)·Wo.
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This form Wo is unique and is an eigenform of the second kind. Moreover,..
if w is an eigenform of the first kind, so is also Wo (Theorem 4. 2, Theorem
4.4).

3°. If w is an eigenform of the second kind, so is also (FA)kwo (Theorem
4.4).

4 0. Let w be an eigenfonn of the second kind. Then *w is also an eigen
form of the second kind. The eigenvalue i of wL and the eigenvalue i* of
(*w)L satisfy i*- i=4n-4p (Theorem 4.5, Corollary 4.6).

5°. Any eigenspace of iJ is spanned by some eigenforms of the second
kind (Theorem 4. 7).

6°. Any eigenform of the second kind of degree p?:.n is an eigenform of
the first kind if it is a closed .form (Theorem 5. 4).

In § 1 some brief exposition of a Riemannian submersion with totally ge_.
odesic fibers is given, but a complete one is left to references. The relation
between the Laplaee-Bekrami operato.rs.. on .the .total m8J.1if,ol~ ..!Ed . on the.
base manifold is given. A relative eigenform, an eigenform of thehrSt' kind
and an eigenform of the second kind are defined. In § 2 fundamental for
mulas of a Sasakian submersion required in the sequel are given. In § 3 the
order of a form is defined and some essential formulas are obtained. In § 4·
the coorder of a form is defined and we obtain the Main results 10

, 2 0
, 3 0

,

40
, 50. In § 5 some theorems about eigenforms of the first kind are obtained.
On this occasion I should like to mention the paper by A. Ikeda and Y.

Taniguchi [4J whose result may have some relation with the present paper'
in the special case, 11:: S2n+l_Cpn

§ 1. Laplace-Beltrami operators of a Riemannian submersion.

We consider in this paper only Riemannian submersions 11:: (M, g)-CB,
Bg ) with totally geodesic fibers. By such a Riemannian submersion we un-
derstand the one where fibers are complete and connected and imbedded in
M regularly as totally geodesic submanifolds. Let {V} be any covering of M
by coordinate neighborhoods V and let :cA be the local coordinates in a nei-
ghborhood V where A, B, "'=1, "', Nand N=dim M. Then a tensor is re
presented by its local components, namely the components with respect to
the so-called natural frame. Let ~F be the distribution parallel to the fibers.
and :tlH the distribution normal to the fibers. Then there exists a pair of
(1, I)-tensor fields P, Q where Q projects any vector field into SDF and p'
projects any vector field into i'n. They satisfy p2 =P, Q2=Q, PQ=.QP=
0, P+Q=l. The local components of P, Q are denoted pBA, QBA•

For any vector weMp where peM we have (pW)A =PTAWT, (QW)A.
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=QTAWT at p, and for any covector f)EM p* we have (Pf)h=PBTf)T,
(QOh=QBTf)T at p. We also have W=pW+QW, f)=pf)+Qf). Hence if
we define WH, Wv, UH, Ov by PW=WH, QW=Wv, PO=OH, QO=Ov,
we have W=WH+WV, U=fJH+fJV• WH and UH are called horizontal parts
while WV and fJv are called vertical parts. Any of vectors and covectors is
decomposed in such a way into the horizontal part and the vertical part. But
in general a tensor is decomposed in a more complicated way as one can see
from the concept of the tensor product. For example a (0, 2) -tensor 3 with
local components SCB is decomposed into 3=SHH+SHV+SVH+SVV. SHH is
~alled the pure horizontal part.

The (0,2)-tensor field and the (2, O)-tensor field associated with the Rie
mannian metric g have local components gBA and gBA respectively where
gBTgAT= OBA• We have PBTQASgTS=O, PTBQsAgTS=O which means gHV=
gVH=O, gHV=gVH=O. gvv represents the Riemannian metric Fg on the fiber
and EHH the Riemannian metric Bg on the base manifold B. fT denotes co
variant differentiation in (M, g)and J7 covariant differentiation in(B, Bg ).

If we write for example J7TS where T and S are tensor fields, we mean in
present paper (J7T)0S.

REMARK 1. For more detailed expositions see [5J, [8J, [10J, [l1J. If j(H
=0, then fTxP=O, fTxQ=O, fTxEHH=O.

we define a tensor field R with local components RCBA by

(1. 1) RCBA=PCTPBSevTQsA_VSQTA).

Then as we have RCBTPTA=O, we get

(1. 2) R=RHHV.

If we use local coordinates adapted to the Riemannian submersion, we have

O;h 0 0 :,jIIPBAIl= , IIQBA II=
-F;" 0 F·G

I

h, i, j, ···=1, ... , dimB

K, A, p, ···=dimB+1, ..., N

.and it is easy to see that the tensor R defined by (1. 1) is just the tensor R
which appears in [6J, [7J.

Let us define two (1,3)-tensor fields RDCBA and S DCBA by

(I. 3) RDCBA=PDTPcSPBRQQAfTTRsRQ,

(l. 4) 3iJCBA=QDTPcsPBRQQAVTRsRQ.
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If we use local coordinates adapted to the submersion again, it is easy to see
that RDCBA is just the tensor having the components Rkjl' and that SDCBA is
just the tensor having R"jl' as the leading components [6J, [7J.

As it seems that in studying the property of eigenforms of the second kind
in a Riemannian submersion the use of local coordinates adapted to the sub
mersion gives no special advantage, we rewrite here the formulas (3. 7),
(3. 8), (3. 9) of [7J in arbitrary local coordinates,

(1. 5) «JUL) H"'H) AI'''Ap

= «LlU)L)AI·"Ap

+ ~ ~l~a<b;;;,pRAaAbQRTSQ(UL)AI"·T."S"'AP'

(1. 6)

(1. 7)

Here U is a p-form in (B, Bg ), namely, w= U i1 ' •• ipd3hl\ ••• l\d:Jfp if we use
local coordinates xi in (B, Bg ), VU is the covariant derivative of U and
( )L stands for the lift into (M, g) of a tensor or a form in (B, Bg ), he
nce wL = (UL) Al ••• ApdxAll\ ••• l\dxAP. Indices of RCBA are raised or lowerd
with the use of gBA or gBA'

REMARK 2. In (1.5) (UL)Al •• -r.••S ••• AP stands for (UL) Al'''Aa_ITAa+1.''

Ab_lSAb+l'.'Ap. Similar notations are used throughout the paper with such un
derstanding.

REMARK 3. Besides (1. 5), (1. 6), (1. 7) we have formulas such as ([7 UL)
H ••• HVVV=O, .••, (JUL)V .••v=O. But these are inessential in the sequeL

REMARK 4. These formulas can be obtained by straightforward calculation
from the fundamental formulas of differentiation obtained by B. O'Neill.
Only we have to put T=O [8].

DEFINITION 1.1. If U is an eigenform of Ll and UL is an eigenform of J,
U is called an eigenform of the first kind in the Riemannian submersion or
shortly an eigenform of the first kind. If U is an eigenform of L1 and UL
is a relative eigenform of J, namely
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(JUL)H·"H=J.UL

is satisfied, U is called an eigenform of the second kind. In both cases J. is
called the eigenvalue of UL.

LEMMA 1. 1. Let a p-form U be an eigenform of A and A be the eigenvalue~

A necessary and suffi.cient cmulition that U be an eigenform of the second kind
is that there exists a number J. such that

(I. 8) (J.-A) (UL)Al"'M

= ~ "£l$,a<l,.!,pRAaA"QRTSQ(UL)Al···T"'S"'AP

is satisfied. A necessary and sufficient condition that U be an eigenform of the
first kind is that besides (1. 8) the following two equations are satisfied,

(1. 9)

+l,,£P-1R TS (UL) -02 a=l Aa B ~l"'T"'Ap-lS- ,

( ) ( - TS _ -PT i'i S ) ( L) _1. 10 Se B R el(p B U Al·"AP-2TS-O.

Proof is obtained immediately from (1. 5). (1. 6), (1. 7).

Let us define an operator mwhich acts upon any p-form U of (]\.1, g) as
follows:

(mU) Al'''Ap d:&A 1/\ ••• /\da;Ap

1 - -TS 0="4RAIA2QR Q TSA3·"Apda;Al/\···/\d:cA".

Then we get from Lemma 1. 1

PROPOSITION 1. 2. Let U be an eigenform of A. A necessary and sufficient
condition that U be an eigenform of the second kind is tkat U= UL be an.
eigenelement of the lmear oPerator m.

The following identities are used later.

(1. 11) fjB( UL) Al'''Ap

= «17 U)LB,Al'''Ap

- ~ !:a!l (RA•.rB~ RBTA..) (UL) Al'''T'''Ap,

(1. 12) fj [AO( UL) Al"'Ap]= «17 U)L)[Ag,Al"'A/,J.

Here and in the sequel a notation such as [Ao Al···Ap] meaps that only the
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'Skew part with respect to the indices Ao. Ab"', Ai' is considered. Thus (1.
12) is equivalent to d(wL ) = (dW)L. (1.11) is a direct consequence of the
fundamental formulas of differentiation in the submersion. Taking the skew
part we get (1. 12).

§2. A Sasakian submersion 71:: (Al. g, e)-+(M,g. J).

Let (M, g. e) be a Sasakian manifold where dim Al=N=2n+I [2J. [9J.
As it is well-known this manifold is a Riemannian manifold with a unit
Killing vector field eand the curvature tensor KBCDA satisfying

(2. 1) KTCBAeT=gCBeA-eJPcA

where eB=gBTeT • We consider the case where the Sasakian manifold ad·
mits a Riemannian submersion

11:: (M. g, e)-+(M,g. J)

.-.. - slfch -that· ~ iso-a: ·-\1errkat vector-neld·amt-·(M;-g, J-) iso-a ... ~.--manifeId 
with the complex structure J [5]. [11J. This Kaehler manifold is such that
dim'M-2n and if we take local coordinates 4JI and J is represented by Fl
(k.i,j.···=I,···,2n). then the lift of the 2-form Fji=F/gti is the 2-form

(2. 2) 1'BA=VseA=-VAeB'

The projection tensors P, Q of this submersion are giveI1 by

(2. 3) pBA=OBA-eseA• QBA=eseA•

We call such a Riemannian submersion a Sasakian submersion [6J. We as.
sume n~2. .

We get from (1. 1) and (2.3)

(2. 4) RcBA= (VCeB-Vsec)eA=2VtlBeA=2Fc~A.
In view of (2. 1) we get

VDR.cBA=2VDeAi'ceB+2(eC9DB-eB9OC )eA

and as eA is a unit Killing vector

(2. 5) ROCBA=O. SDCBA=O.
~

In a Sasakian submersion (1.10) is always satisfied since the fiber is one
d.imen~ional. (1. 8) and (1. 9) take the form

(2.6) O-A) (UL)Al"'AI
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(2. 7) PTS«P'U)Lh'SA2•••AP=0

respectively in view of (2.4) and (2. 5).
Let us recollect the following property of the contact structure

(2. 8) P.lJTPAT=gBA-~JlA' PBT~T=O, PTsFTS =2n,

(2. 9) i7CPBA=i7Ct7B~A=-gCB~A+gCA~B.

Now Fji and PBA are 2-forms of (M,g, J) and (M, g,~) respectively
which we write F and FL. We get from (1.5), (1. 6), (1.7) and (2.4).
(2.5)

«JP) HH) BA= «AF)LhA+2FBAFTSpTS= «4F)LhA+4nPBA,

«JF) HV) BA=2~ AFTS( (C7F)L)T,BS,

«JP)VVhA=O.

But F is a harmonic form and C7F=O. Hence we get

(2.10) JPBA=4nPBA

which proves that F is an eigenform of the first kind with i/=O and i=4n,
Thus we have·

PROPOSITION 2.1. In a Sasakian submersion the 2-form F is an eigenform._
of the first kind where i/=o, 1=4n.

From (1. 11) we get

T'<TS- (
P P"T U L)SA2.••Ap

=FTS«l7U)Lh,SA2••• AP - ~ FTS(RsQT+RTQs) (UL)QA2··· AP

1 F-TS~ P (R- Q R- Q ) (U·L)-2 LJ.=2 Aa T+ T Aa SA2···Q···Ap·

In the second member, the second term vanishes in view of FTS+'pST=O._
The third term vanishes because of (2. 4) and (2. 8). Hence we have

PTS;;T( UL) SA2••• Ap=FTS «C7 U) L) T,SA2 ••• AP

which proves the

LEMMA 2.2. The (p-l)":'form FTSVT(UL)SA2•••AP is the lift of the (P-l)<ll

-form Ftsl7t US ;2···;p·

In a Sasakian submersion (1. 5), (1. 6), (1. 7) become

(2.11) «JUL)H•••H)At •••AP=«LlU)L)At•••AP
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(2.12)

(2.13)

+2~1~a<b~pFAaAbFTS( UL) AI •••T"'S"'Aj»

«£1 ULhR"'R) BA2'''AP=2~BFTS((t7 U) Lh,SA2"'AP'

(JULhvR"·R=O.

if 2k>p,
(3. 1)

§ 3. Order of eigenforms and eigenvalues.

First let us define two linear operators T and E acting upon a p-form of
a Sasakian manifold.

DEFINITION 3.1. When the operator T acts upon a p-form V with compo
nents .VAI'" Ap we have

( - -) _ T!oTS-TV AS"'Ap- J! VTSAS"'Ap,

where T2=TT, Tk+l=TTk.
DEFINITION 3.2. When the operator'2 acts upon a p-form V we have

(3. 2) (SV) AI"'AP+2=FcAIAzVAS'''Ap+z]

hence SV=FI\V.
If * stands for the star operator of (M, g, ~), we have

(2n-1-p)!*EV= (2n+1-p)! T*V

in consequence of

A A T!o V- - T!o TSA "'A V-
cl'" NJ1 AIA2 AS....4p+z-J! TSc 3 N AS' ..AP+2'

DEFINITION 3. 3. A p-form V is said to be of order m if V satisfies

TmV40, Tm+lV=O.

DEFINITION 3. 4. A p-form V is said to be a horizontal p-form if VT A2".

AP~T=O.

As F is a horizontal 2-form, TV and SV are horizontal forms if V is a
horizontal form. We get

LEMMA 3.1. If V is a horizontal q-form, we have

(q+2) (q+1)TSV

=4(n-q)V+q(q-1)8TV,

(q+2k) (q+2k-1)TSkV

=4k(n+1-q-k)8k- 1V +q(q-1)Sk'fV.
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Proof. We have the following identity if q~2

"(3.4) (q+2)(q+ l)(EY) AI"'Aq+2

=2[FAIA2YAS"'Aq-2

- ~:~i(PA aA2VAs••• .6.1 ...Aq+2

+FA1AaYA3"'A2"'Aq+2)

+ (q(q-l) /2) ~[A3A4YI AIA2 J AS"'Aq+2J]

-where we understand by [AsA4IAIA2IAs'''Aq+2] that we take theskewpart
-with respect to only As, A 4, A 5,···, Aq+2• As FBA satisfies (2. 8) we imme-
'diately get (3.3)1. If q<2 we get (3.3h directly. Assume that we have
proved (3.3h-l. As we have TEIY=T8(Ei-ly) where EIe-IY is a (q+2k

"'2)-form, we get

(q+2k) (q+2k-l)TEW

=4(n-q-2k+2) Sk-IV

+ (q+2k-2) (q+2k-3)ET pi-IV.

Then applying (3.3) i-I to the second term of the second member, we get
(3.3)i.

COROLLARY 3.2. If Y is a horizontal q-form of order zero, we have

-(3.5h (q+2k) (q+2k-l)TEkY=4k(n+l-q-k)EIe-Iy.

LEMMA 3.3. If a horizontal q-form V where q=n satisfies EY=0, then V
-=0 or q=n+m where m is the order of V.

Proof. From (3.3)1 we get

4(n-q)V= -q(q-l)STV.

If Y*O, then q;S2m. Applying (3.3)1 again we get

4(n-q)TV=-q(q-l)TE(TV)

= - {4(n-q+2)TV+ (q-2) (q-3)BT2Y},

nence

8(n-q+ l)TV+ (q-2) (q-3)ET2y=0.

Then we get

4(k+ 1) (n-q+k)TkV+ (q-2k) (q-2k-l)ETk+1V=0

by mathematical induction. This formula is valid until k satisfies (q-2k) .
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(q-2k-l) =0, hence for k=O, 1, "', m. If we put k=m we get (n-q+m)
TmiT=O, which proves q=n+m.

This lemma implies that if a q-form iT satisfies siT=0 and q<n, then
V=O.

Lemma 3.3 does not treat the case q=n. But we have

LEMMA 3.4. If a lwrizontal n-form V satisfies SV=0 and V=1= 0, then V is
of order zero.

Proof. From (3.3)1 and the assumption we get ETV=O. As TV is an
(n-2)-form we get TV=O.

In a Kaehler manifold (M, g, J) any form has a similar property. First
let us define operators T and E.

DEFINITION 3. 5. In a Kaehler manifold T and E are defined by

(TV) is'"ip = pts VtsiS"'ip,

TV-O if p<2,

where V is a p-form.

DEFINITION 3. 6. A p-form V of a Kaehler manifold is said to be of order
m if V satifies Tm V =t= 0, Tm+l v=o.

If V is a lift VL, then V is horizontal. As F is a lift, we immediately
obtain the

LEMMA 3.5. TVL= (TV)L, EVL= (E'V)L. If V is of order m, then VL
is of order m.

Thus considering the case of iT = VL we obtain from (3. 1) 1

BC3.3)1 (q+2) (q+1) TEV=4(n-q) V+q(q-l)ETV.
This result is so to say the projection of (3.3h. Similarly we get projec

tions B(3.3h and B(3. 5)1 of (3.3)1 and (3.5)1.

Now let us assume that a p-form U ~0 is an eigenform of the second kind
in a Sasakian submersion. Then in view of (2. 6) we get

(3.6)

which is equivalent to

B(3.6) O-A) U=P(P-l)ETU.

Then by the action of T upon B(3.6) we get
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[-}o- it) -2(n-p+2) ] TU= ~ (P-2) (P-3)BT2U

. in view of B (3.3). By the iterated action of T we get

(3.7)k [~ 0- it) -2k(n-p+k+1) JTkU

= ~ (P-2k) (P-2k-1)ETk+lU.

Suppose O-;()/2-2k(n-p+k+1) does not vanish for =0,1,2, .... Then
there can be no number k satisfying TkU=t=O, Tk+1U=O simultaneously,
contrary to the fact that Tk+lU must vanish for some k, hence the equa
tion

(3.8) x(x+1+n-p) - o-;() /4=0

has at least one solution which is a non-negative integer. Let m' be the
smallest one. Then we have m'~m where m is the order of U. Consequent
ly the first member of (3. 7)k does not vanish for k=O, 1, "', m'-1 and we
have p-2m'+1>O and Tm'U*O. If we put k=m' we get from (3.7)

(p-2m') (p-2m' -1)BTm'+lU=O.

Then we have four possible cases.
(i) If p=2m' or p=2m'+1 we get Tm'+1U=O. From this and Tm'U*O

we get m'=m.
If p>2m'+1 we get BTm'+1U=O. As the (p-2m'-2)-form Tm'+1U is

of order m- m' - 1, we get from Lemma 3. 3 the following three possible
cases.

(ii) Tm'+1U=O,
(iii) p-2(m'+1) =n,
(iv) p-2(m'+1) =n+m- (m'+1).

If p-2(m'+1)=n, we get from Lemma 3.4 m-m'-1=O.
(i) and (ii) give m'=m. From any of (iii) and (iv) we get m+m'=p

n-1. As (3. 8) bas two roots whose sum is p- n-1, we can conclude that
x=m satisfies (3.8) and we, have in any case

(3.9) ~~)'=4m(m+1+n-p).

If m'*m, we get from 'o~m'<m and m+m'=p-n-1
n+m+l~p~n+2m.

This shows that, if p and m satisfy p<n+m+l or p?:n+2m+l, then we
have m'=m.

If p<n+m+l and m'=m, we get from B(3.6) and (3.7)
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(0) U p!(m+n-p)! ::;mTm{J.
3.1 4mm!(p-2m)!(2m+n-p)! - .

Then we see that there exists a (p-2m)-form Uo such that

(3.11) U=Emuo, TUo-=O.

In the Sasakian manifold (M, g,~) over (M, g, J) we have

(3.12) UL=EmUoL, f UOL=O.

Thus we have obtained the following lemma.

LEMMA 3.6 Let a p-form U of order m be an eigenform of the second kind
in a Sasakian submersion. Then ~-A is given by (3.9). If p<n+m+1 is
satisfied, then we have (3. 10), (3. 11), (3. 12).

REMARK. If m=O (3.10) is interpreted as U= U.

COROLLARY 3.7. Let a p-form U of the base manifold be an eigenform of
the second kind in a Sasakian submersion. Then ~=A if and only if the order
of U is zero or p-n-l.

§ 4. Order and coorder of eigenforms.

DEFINITION 4. 1. The coorder of a p-form U of a Kaehler manifold is said
to be I if E1U1=0, 81+1U=0.

There always exists such a number I and satisfies p+21~2n. As we have

(2n-p-2)!*8U= (2n-p)!T*U,

we get *8kU=ak,pTk*U where ak,p is some positive number. Hence the
coorder I of U is the order of *U.

If V is a q-form we get from B (3. 3) 1

(4.1) q(q-1)ETV= (q+2) (q+1) T8V-4(n-q) v:
If a p-form U is an eigenform of the second kind, we get from B (3. 6) and
(4.1) in which we put V= Ut and q=p,

(4.2) {~-A+4(n-p)}U= (p+2)(P+1) TEU.

By iterated action of 8 we get

{1-A+4k(n-p-k+ I)} 8 k- 1 U

= (P+2k) (P+2k-l) TEk U.

To obtain this we use (4.1) putting V=BU, £2U and so on.
If ~-A+4k(n-p-k+l)does not vanish for -k=l, 2, ..• there cannot exist
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a number 1 such that gIU=I=O, gl+lU =0, contrary to the assumption that
U is of coorder 1. Hence the equation

(4.4) :c(x-1-n+p) - O-A)/4=0

has at least one natural number as solution. Let l' be the smallest one. Then
from the definition of the coo~der l' must satisfy l' ~l +1. If we put k=l'
in (4.3) we get TSI'-U=O, hence ETI'*U=O. TI'*U is a (2n-p-21')
form of order 1-1' as *U is a (2n - p) -form of order 1. In view of Lemma
'3. 3 and Lemma 3. 4 we get three possible cases,

(i) TI'*U=O,
(ii) 2n-p-21'=n+l-l', namely, 1+1'=n-p,
(iii) 2n-p-2zt.=n and 1-1'=0, namely, n-p=21=2l'

If we have (i) we get gl'U=O, hence 1'=1+1. Then 1+1 is a solution of
(4.4). If we have (ii) or (iii) we get (l+l)+l'=n-p+l. Hence [+1 is
a solution of (4.4). In any case we have ~

1-;{=4(l+1)(1-n+p).

As we have (3.9) already, we get

m(m+1+n-p) = (l-n+p) ([+1)

=~-n+~{~-n+~+1+n-~

and consequently (m-l+n-p)(m+l+l) =0. This proves

(4.5) l=m+n-p

and proves the

LEMMA 4. 1. If an eigenform of the second kind U in a Sasakian submersion
has degree P. order m, coorder 1, they satisfy l+p=n+m.

Hence p satisfies Kn+m+ 1. In view of Lemma 3.6 we get

TEIiORE'M 4. 2. Let U he a p-form of order m in the Kaehler manifold (M,
K, J) ~f a &zsakian submersion 1(: (M, g, ~)-(M,g, J). If U is an eigenform
.of the SJUOIId kind, i-A is given by (3.9)" P satisfies p<n+m+1 and (3.
10), (3.11), (3.12) are 'Valid. 1=,< if and only if m=O. Moreover Uo in
the equation (3.11) is uniquely determined.

Proof. We need only to prove that Uo is tmique. As this is obvious if
m=O, we assume m>O. Moreover it is sufficient to show that, if a (p-2m)
-form X satisfies

;. TX=o,
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then x=o. Now from B(3.5h we get

(p- 2m+ 2k)(P - 2m+2k -1)TS'X

=4k(n+l-k-p+2m)Ei-1X.

Asp satisfies n+m+l>p, we get n+1-k-p+2m>0 for k=m, m-l,···~

1. Hence beginning with smX=O we get successively Em-1X=0, .. ', X=O.

REMARK. If p=O then m=O and we get i=A.. This case is well-known in
any Riemannian submersion with totally geodesic fibers Cl].

Hence the (p-2m)-form Uo of (3.11) is aT-V where a is some positive
number. Now we use the

LEMMA 4.3. If V is an eigenjurm of a Kaehler mt#lifold~ 'then EV and
TV are also eigenforms with the lame eigenvalue.

This is the result of the well-know property of L1 in a Kaehler manifold
(see Remark in § 5)

(4.6) LlH=2A, L1T= TL1.

Then we can obtain the

THEOREM 4.4. Assume that a p-formU of order m is an eigenform of the
second kind in a Sasakian submersion. Then the form Uo satisfying (3.11) is
also an eigenform of the second kind. Any form E'U is also an eigenform of
the second kind. Moreover, if U is an eigenform of the first kind, Uo is also
an eigenjorm of the first kind.

Proof. From LlU=A.U and (4.6) we get L1TmU=TmLlU =A.TmU,hence
L1Uo=}.Uo• As TUo=O we get (JUtlL)H•• 'H=}.UOL from (2.11) and cons
equently Ub is an eigenform of the second kind. EU is an eigenformof LI by
Lemma 4.3. As we have EU=?+l,uO, TUo'=0, we get in view of B(3. 5)

(p+2) (p+ 1) TPU= (P+2) ('p+ 1) TPfn+1UO

=4(m+ 1) (n+m-p)pmUo

=4(m+1) (n+m-p) U.

Hence we have

(p+2) (P+1)ET(PU) =4(m+l) (n+m-p)EU

which proves that EU is an eigenform of the second kind. From Lemma 2. Z
and (2.12) we get FtI(7tUsi2 •••iP=0 as a necessary condition for U to be an
eigenform of the first kind. From this we get FtI(7,(Usrqi."'ipFrq) =0 and s0

on. Hence Uo is an eigenform of the first kind if U is an eigenform of the
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first kind.

We also obtain

THEOREM 4.5. If a p-form U is an eigenform of the second kind in a
Sasakian submersion, then so is also *U.

Proof. As *LI=LI*, *V: is also an eigenform. By B(3.6) U is at the
same time an eigenelement of the linear operator ET if p(P-I) *0. By
B(3.3)1 U is an eigenelement of the linear operator TE. If PeP-I) =0, we
directly find that U is an eigenelement of TE. This implies that *U is an
eigenelement of ET, hence an eigenform of the second kind by Proposition
1.2.

COROLLARY 4. 6. Let a p-form U be ~n eigenform of the second kind and
let ~ and ~* be the eigenvalues of the relative eigenforms UL and (*U)L reSpec-
tively. Then .

(4.7) ~*-~=4(n-p).

Proof. Let the order of U be m and the coorder of U be l. Then *U
is of order l and we get from (3.9)

l-A=4m(m+l+n-p),

l*-).=41(l+l+n- (2n-p» =4l(1-n+p+l).

From (4.5) we get (4.7).

Now let us consider the problems:
When an eigenform U of LI is given, how can we construct an eigenform

()f the second kind?
Can we express an arbitrary eigenform U of LI as a linear combination of

eigenforms of the second kind?
Let U be an eigenform of degree p and order m. According to Lemma

4.3 the following p-forms span a linear subspace of an eigenspace of LI,

U, ETU, "', Em TltmU.

In view of B(3.3h we get

T Elt Tit U=altEIt-1Tit U+bltEIt Tlt+ 1 U

where

alt=4k(n+ I-P+k) jp(P-l),

blt = (P-2k) (P-2k-l)jp(P-l).

Then we get
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(4.8) ET(EkTkU) =akEkTkU+bkEk+ITk+IU.

Let us define the matrices M and x by

ao 0 0············0
bo al 0 ·········0

M= 0 bl a2 ·········0 x=

Then we can put

ET(xo U+xIETU+...+x",E'" T'" U)

=yoU+yIETU+"'+y",E"'T"'U

where Mx=y. Assume p~n. Then we have O=aO<al<"'<a", so that we
get eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the following form

1 0 0
* 1 0
* * 0(4.9) ao( =0): , al: a",:

* * 0
I * * 1

The eigenform Vex) of i3 where Vex) =xoU+xIETU+"'+x",E"'T"'U and
x is one of eigenvectors is an eigenelement of the linear operator ET.
Hence Vex) is an eigenform of the second kind.

From (4.9) we can see that, conversely the given eigenform U is a linear
combination of such eigenforms Vex) of the second kind. This proves the
following Theorem 4. 7 in the case of p~ n. If p>n we take *U which is
also an eigenform of i3. To complete the proof we only need Theorem 4. 5.

THEOREM 4.7. In a Sasakian submersion any eigenspace of i3 is spanned by
some eigenforms of the second kind.

§ 5. Eigenforms of the first kind.

Now let us turn to eigenforms of the first kind.

THEOREM 5.1. Let a p-form V be an eigenform of the first kind. Then that
EV is an eigenform of the first kind is equivalent to that V is a closed form.

Proof is easily obtained from the identity

(P+2) F ts17t (F[sio Vi1 •..ip ]) = (P+2)F[sio FtS(7 1tl Vit ••• jp]

= - 2(7[io V,l"'ip] +pF[ioil pts17 I t V. I i2 ·,·ip]·
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THEOREM 5. 2. If a closed form V is an eigenform of the first kind, then.
El~ TI V are closed forms and are eigenforms of the first kind.

Proof. As V is a closed form, we Can see easily that EV is a closed
form. In view of Theorem 5. 1 ElV is an eigenform of the first kind. As,
we have already Theorem 4.4 we need only to show that TV is a closed
form. This is obtained from the identity

(p+ 1) pts17re VSi2'''ipJ

=2Fts17t Vsi2"'ip+ (p-1)17u2 Vis·"ipJtsF's.

From the same identity we get

LEMMA 5.3. An eigenform V of order zero is an eigenform of the first kina
if V is a closed form.

Now we get the

THEOREM 5.4. Any eigenform of the second kind of degree p~n is an eigen
form of the first kind if it is a closed form.

Proof. Let a closed p-form U of order m be an eigenform of the second
kind and assume p~n. We get ETU=aU where a is a number. As dU=O
we get dETU=O, hence EdTU=O. We get in view of Lemma 3.3 dTU=
0, hence TU is a closed eigenform of the second kind of degree p-2<n.
We can repeat this process until we find that Tmu is a closed eigenform of
the second kind of order zero. Hence Tm U is an eigenform of the first kind
by Lemma 5. 3. This proves the theorem in view of Theorem 5. 1-

THEOREM 5.5. If a ft-form (p~n) U of order m is an eigenform of L1 ana
U, TU, "', TmU are dosed forms, then U is a linear combination of eigenformS'
of the first kind.

Proof. If x is an eigenvector of M, xoU+x1ETU+"'+xmEmTmu is an
eigenform of the second kind and is a closed form, hence an eigenform of
the first kind by Theorem 5.4. Taking all eigenvectors of M we can com
plete the proof.

REMARK As the main object of the present paper is the Sasakian submersion
and the underlying Kaehler manifold is naturally treated in the formalism of
real tensor analysis, operators such as T,O and then T, E are introduced.
T and E are almost the same as the well-known operators A and L.

EXAMPLE 1. gkol=(Eko1)L is a closed 2k-form of order k. As 1 and 1 are·
eigenfunctions, 1 is an eigenform of degree zero of the second kind in any-
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Sasakian submersion. Hence Sio 1 is an eigenform of the second kind of
degree 2k and of order k. The eigenvalue l' of BioI then satisfis i=4k:
(n-k+l). Siol is an eigenform of the first kind.

EXAMPLE 2. If I fL is and eigenfunction in (82"+1, go) with eigenvalue .:t
=q(2n+q), f is an eigenfunction in (CP",go) with the same eigenvalue'
DJ. The derivative &7f is a closed I-form and is an eigenform in (CP", go)
with the same eigenvalue. Its order is zero and it is easy to see that &7f is..
an eigenform of the first kind. It is easy to see that the (2k+1)-form
Sipf is an eigenform of the first kind too, with the same eigenvalue il as..
f· The eigenvalue 1 of the lift BiV'1 is given by

i-il=4k(n+k+I-2k-l) =4k(n-k),

hence 1=q(2n+q) +4nk-4k2•

EXAMPLE 3. Let U be a I-form and assume U and *U are eigenforms of
the first kind. Then we can prc.ve that U is a harmonic form, hence U=().
if b1 (M) =0.
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